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Hundreds of Students, Thousands of Birds, Kettles of Fun 

 

by Amy Feinstein, Fall School Program Director 

 

Almost 1,300 students learned about—and witnessed—hawk migration in real time in HRBO’s 

outdoor classroom.  

The 2015 fall migration was my first season at Hawk Ridge Bird Observatory in the new position 

of School Program Director. I was fired up to help inspire kids to care for birds as much as I do.  

At the same time, I had the opportunity to learn and see more hawks than I've ever seen before. I 

worked hard, had a blast, and experienced a fantastic season of School Programs. 

Labor Day was late this year, which cut almost a week out of our school-age programming—

nevertheless, in slightly less than two months, we taught 56 programs to 33 schools and 

organizations. We had two main programs – the first was Eyes on the Skies, a 60-minute 

introduction to migration, banding, counting, and the history of Hawk Ridge. (Students also 

learned that a “kettle” is the name given to a group of hawks swirling around in the sky – 

hopefully the title makes more sense now!) The second was Experience Hawk Ridge, a 90-

minute class designed to meet 5th-grade Minnesota Science Standards by using bird banding and 

counting to illustrate the importance of scientific measurement. Fifth-grade students in Duluth 

Public Schools were also treated to a live passerine (songbird) banding demonstration as part of 

their class.  

I taught many of the school programs myself, but would not have made it through the season 

without the teaching help of Margie Menzies, Education Trainee Jenny Rieke, and Naturalist 

Caitlin Johnson. All of them brought enthusiasm, knowledge, and new ideas to the programs, 

which made our 25 Experience Hawk Ridge classes (reaching 665 mostly 5th-grade students) and 

31 Eyes on the Skies classes (627 students of all ages) highly successful.  

Teachers and parents alike gave us great ratings on our evaluations. Fifty-two evaluations were 

completed, and with questions ranging from the ease of registration to the content of the program 

to the quality of the naturalist, we received 217 out of 260 possible “excellent” ratings (83%), 

with the majority of the rest being “good” or “very good.”  

Comments showed that students “dug deep for answers” and that they “liked identifying birds 

overhead” – after all, what good is an outdoor classroom without the flexibility to look up and 

see a Merlin dive-bombing our owl decoy? Moments like that, and chances for students to 

release a just-banded Sharp-shinned Hawk, are what make classes at Hawk Ridge so special. 

Teachers had suggestions for how we can make our classes even better, including having bigger 

pictures to look at during the class and sending field guides or keys to the classroom so the 

students can get more practice with hawk identification. We hope to incorporate some of their 

ideas for next year and the many years of classes yet to come!  

 


